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Get up and running with XML using this innovative virtual classroom approach!
Interested in mastering XML? This revolutionary book and companion online presentation take you through 16 one-hour lessons that quickly get you up to speed on many of XML’s capabilities. With this unique approach and real-world perspective, you’ll be able to build your own Web site and custom XML documents in no time!     

	Gain a better understanding of the fundamental XML concepts and information you need to know
	Explore several related XML standards and languages
	Create XML-related hyperlinks using XLink, XPath™, or XPointer
	Transform XML documents using the Extensible Style-sheet Language family
	Add multimedia to your Web site using SMIL 
	Use XML with DTDs, schemas, style sheets, and data binding
	Exchange messages and access Web services with the SOAP protocol


Join the authors on the companion Web site in a training session. Follow along as they walk you through the online presentation for each chapter provided in streaming video or audio only. Source code is also available for download.     

       About the Author
   LINDA MCKINNON has worked for more than eighteen years in computing science and information technology. She has performed increasingly advanced work on large corporate computer systems across various platforms and has over thirteen years of experience designing and providing training for thousands of students, both domestically and internationally.
     AL MCKINNON  is an engineer, technical author, and trainer who assists clients in the areas of network design, installation, and auditing. He has been a contributing author to national standards and has written manuals, specifications, provincial policies, procedures, regulations, legislation, magazine articles, and editorials.       
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Programming Windows Store Apps with C#O'Reilly, 2014

	
		If you’re a .NET developer looking to build tablet apps, this practical book takes you step-by-step through the process of developing apps for the Windows Store. You’ll learn how to use Microsoft’s Modern UI design language with Windows 8.1 and WinRT 8.1.1 by building a line-of-business mobile app with C# through...
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iPod & iTunes (Missing Manuals)Pogue Press, 2005
Whether it's the ultra-thin, pocket-sized iPod or the vast music library known as iTunes, it seems like everyone is relying on these marvels of technology for their musical needs.  CDs and cassettes?  They're so twentieth century!
 			
 But like any cutting-edge technology, improvements come fast and furious.  To keep...
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IP Address Management Principles and Practice (IEEE Press Series on Network Management)John Wiley & Sons, 2011

	The practice of IP address management (IPAM) entails the application of network management disciplines to Internet Protocol (IP) address space and associated network services, namely Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) and Domain Name System (DNS). The linkages among an IP address plan and configurations of DHCP and DNS servers are...
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Code Craft: The Practice of Writing Excellent CodeNo Starch Press, 2006
Many programmers know how to write correct code - code that works. But not all know how to craft great code - code that is well written and easy to understand. Code Craft teaches programmers how to move beyond writing correct code to writing great code. The book covers code writing concerns, including code presentation style, variable...
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HTML5 Game Development InsightsApress, 2014

	HTML5 Game Development Insights is a from-the-trenches collection of tips, tricks, hacks, and advice straight from professional HTML5 game developers. The 24 chapters here include unique, cutting edge, and essential techniques for creating and optimizing modern HTML5 games. You will learn things such as using the Gamepad...
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Developing Turn-Based Multiplayer Games: with GameMaker Studio 2 and NodeJSApress, 2018

	
		
			Create your first turn-based multiplayer game using GameMaker Studio 2’s built-in networking functions as well as using a simple NodeJS server. This book introduces you to the complexities of network programming and communication, where the focus will be on building the game from the ground up. 
		
			You will...
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